End-to-End e-Learning Solutions Provider

LMS + Course Creation + Course Library + Authoring Tool
Primarily because our LMS is designed in a way that it is ready for your growth. It flaunts a super easy user interface, while rolling out a fully integrated e-learning portal that is power packed with features like social learning, gamification, multi-tenancy, eCommerce integration and more.

**Integrations:** Speaking of integrations, we differ from other vendors in one simple proposition. We go beyond offering mere “APIs” as a means for guaranteeing a smooth integration for you. We make the integration holistic by delving deeper into three integral components of integration.

**Some of our Integrations**
The Most Desired LMS Features

Gamification
- Application of game mechanics in a non-game situation
- Gamifying diverse concepts such as - professional skills training, product training, sales training, compliance and many more.
- Gamification driven by interactive scenarios where learners progress through a series of challenges.

Multi-Tenancy
- Resell your LMS to business partners with their custom branding and control.
- Save on the costs, while your tenants can access their own unique learning content, visible only to themselves.
- Set up tenants, assign groups of users to individual tenants, monitor users activity tenant wide, and manage reporting.

Mobile Learning
- Training delivered in short 'nuggets' rather than large units of information.
- Learners get to use a wide range of media options and that too with ease on their mobile screens.
- Learning becomes personal, fun, interactive, networked, spontaneous, of shorter duration, more connected, to the point and just-in-time.

User Interface
- Simple, clear and consistent UI that inspires confidence and leads to further use.
- Our UI honors usability and user’s attention.
- Readers end up happier, and the results are better.
- Better for both the business side, as well as the people using it.

Interactive Video
- Create and share interactive, web-native video experiences.
- Seamless videos in which the users can interact and choose their own path.
- No coding skills or massive downloads required.
- Drop dead easy interface. Anyone can start creating interactive videos in a flash.
Paradiso Solutions - For Faster Course Creation

Let Paradiso Solutions be your ally, when you need high quality electronic content (eContent) i.e. courses, produced or updated. Our eContent development team consists of subject matter experts, editorial wizards, and technology support personnel to optimize the value of your eContent products. The best part, our e-learning development happens on a snap, while ensuring utmost quality and originality in creating the e-content.
5000+ on-demand online employee training videos covering every business training topic, including communication skills, leadership and management, sales and customer service, compliance training, anti-harassment and more.

**5000+ Course Library**
5000+ on demand online employee training videos covering every business training topic. It’s literally meant for everyone, be it a university graduate or a high-level employee, the course library can cater to almost everybody.

**Fully Pre-Made Course**
If you need Pre-Made courses for almost ANY topic, our course library offers you the choice of purchasing a turnkey course to be used within your LMS – it’s as easy as 1, 2, 3.

**Course Categories**
Our course library includes but is not limited to:

- Coaching and Counselling
- Communication
- Compliance
- Customer Service
- Desktop Computer Skills
- Diversity
- Ethics
- Finances
- Harassment
- Healthcare
- Information Technology
- Human Resources
- Leadership
- Leadership Essentials
- Managing Change
- Meeting Openers
- Microsoft Office
- Motivation & Personal Development
- Presentation & Facilitation Skills
- Safety & Regulatory Compliance
- Sales & Marketing
- Soft Skills
- Spanish & Other Languages
- Team Building
- Telephone Skills
- Time Management
- Workplace Violence
Paradiso Composer is a powerful web-based tool that doesn't require any plugins, installations or even programming skills to start creating interactive courses from scratch. Our Composer is SCORM compliant, meaning your content can be reused and you can import slides to create new courses.

**Rapid Authoring Tool**
- Questions repository supporting dynamic and self adapting questions
- Immediate test result calculation and presentation
- Immediate feedback per question or a feedback summary at the end of the test
- Optionally allows reviewing and retaking the test when the student fails

**Collaboration**
- Web-based real-time collaboration
- Page-level lock out control
- Centralized objects repository
- Built-in task management

**High Interactivity**
- Multiple choice - single or multiple correct answers, unlimited number of choices
- Drag and Drop - sorting, sequencing, and matching questions
- Fill in the Blank - typing or selecting the missing words/patterns
- Hot Spots - create dynamic time-based or event-based scenarios
- Hot Words - easily enhance textual content
- Point and Click
- And more!
GET STARTED NOW!

“Call us for more information”

+1 800 513 5902
sales@paradisosolutions.com
http://www.paradisosolutions.com
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